CARLTON NORTH’S NIC OWEN ARCHITECT’S RECEIVES BEST OF HOUZZ 2015 AWARD
AS ONE OF AUSTRALIA’S TOP HOME PROFESSIONALS
Over 25 million users in Australia and around the world select the best of
Home Building, Renovation and Design

Australia, VIC, February 23, 2015 – Nic Owen Architects of Carlton North has been
awarded ‘Best of Houzz 2015’ for Customer Service by Houzz.com.au, the leading platform for
home renovation and design. The award winning architectural company was chosen by the
more than 25 million users that make up the Houzz community (with over 1 million in Australia).
Nic Owen Architects was selected from among more than 500,000 home professionals
worldwide!

The Best of Houzz awards fall under two categories: ‘Design’ and ‘Customer Satisfaction’.
Design awards are granted to home professionals whose work was the most popular among the
more than 25 million monthly users on Houzz, affectionately known as ‘Houzzers’. Customer
Satisfaction honours are determined by a variety of factors, including the number and quality of
client reviews received by a professional in 2014.

Nic Owen architects are a Young design focused team committed to creating architecture that
is a joy to inhabit through the treatment of space, form, materials and light. Specialising in
residential architecture.

Jason Chuck, Managing Director of Houzz Australia, says: "It's great to see Nic Owen
Architects recognized as the Best of Houzz from across Australia and more than 500,000
businesses worldwide. It's a genuine tribute to their expertise when the award is judged by our
community of homeowners and design enthusiasts who are actively building, renovating and
decorating their homes."

"For homeowners, Houzz.com.au provides them with everything they need to build, renovate or
decorate their homes, connecting them with not only the best home professionals and products
from Australia, but also from around the world. Our community in Australia is already over 1
million and growing every day."

Follow Nic Owen Architects on Houzz http://www.houzz.com/pro/nicowenarchitects

